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	Yoga Benefits Are in Breathing Less: Introduction to Yoga Spirit and Anatomy for Beginners, 9781480184862 (1480184861), CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	Yoga benefits, as ancient yoga books teach, are in breathing less air automatically and 24/7, even less than the tiny medical respiratory norm. Then one can expect more oxygen in the brain and other organs, and experience true benefits from yoga. Millions of people think and believe in a myth that yoga progress is about more and more difficult asanas or spiritual enlightenment. However, one can start yoga for beginners and can practice asanas for months or years, but this does not provide any guarantee that your health is going to improve. You can eat tons of supplements and super-foods, drink canisters of herbal drinks, have hundreds of colonic irrigations, and practice yoga for many hours every day, but if your body oxygen level remains the same, you will suffer from the same symptoms and require the same dosage of medication. You can also have years of spiritual practices while getting sicker and sicker with cancer, diabetes, weight gain and some other conditions. Only 2-3 generations ago, yoga did cure chronic diseases. Old American health journals and yoga books from the 1920's and 30's were full of advertisements of yoga courses with money back guarantees. Those yoga courses were for people with asthma, hypertension, chronic fatigue, weight loss, insomnia and other common conditions who successfully restored their health with old, traditional yoga. The main yoga benefit relates to better body oxygenation or correct automatic breathing. If you get this yoga benefit, all other benefits will follow. Then you can get an astonishing level of energy, perfect digestion, excellent sleep, and greatly improved physical fitness. Why could modern yoga teachers not replicate the same success? What is wrong or different in contemporary yoga leaders and their teaching of yoga for beginners and masters? Why most yoga courses provide almost no benefits to yoga students for weight loss and other conditions? Modern yoga teachers cannot explain, in exact numbers, the ideal breathing pattern that provides maximum body O2 levels. What do they say? Most yoga teachers claim that we need to breathe more air (even at rest) and expel "toxic" CO2. Modern science testify about solid physiological foundation of ancient yoga: when we breathe more air at rest (hyperventilation), we have less O2 in body cells. Breathing more air does not increase blood oxygenation to any significant degree. A person can breathe twice less or several times more than the medical norm, but blood oxygenation will be about the same, or about 97-99 %. But CO2 is the crucial factor for O2 transport. The book explains why slow and small breathing (with more CO2) provides more O2 for the cells. Thousands of recent research studies have proven beyond all doubts that chronic health problems, on a cell level, are based on low O2 levels. This relates to heart disease, cancer, diabetes, obesity, arthritis, inflammatory conditions, cystic fibrosis, HIV-AIDS and many other conditions. You cannot have normal body oxygenation and a lifestyle disease. Therefore, freedom from diseases is among main yoga health benefits. There are also hundreds of research studies that measured breathing of healthy people, ordinary people and people with chronic diseases. Dozens of these studies and their exact results are quoted in this book. These studies testify about the triumph of ancient yoga and its benefits. Deep breathing, as during pranayama, only looks deep. In reality, pranayama should be done with maximum breath holds and accumulation of CO2 in order to have slower breathing after the practice and 24/7. Only with progress in pranayama, one can get main yoga benefits. Progress in yoga for beginners and masters can be measured using a simple DIY body-oxygen test that is described in this book. If you get over 40 seconds of O2 for this easy test, then you will be astonished with changes in your health and real yoga benefits.
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Solaris 10 System Administration Exam Prep: Exam CX-310-202 Part IIQue, 2009

	In this book you’ll learn Advanced Topics in Solaris 10


	System Administration for SPARC and x86-based systems including:

	
		Administering the network environment in Solaris 10
	
		Setting up RAID metadevices using SVM
	
		Configuring ZFS storage...



		

Microsoft Word 2010 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2010

	Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft Word 2010 plain and simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows you the quickest ways to solve a problem or learn new skills, using easy-to-follow steps and concise, straightforward language. You'll create professional-quality documents in no time.


	Here’s WHAT you'll...


		

Control of Redundant Robot Manipulators: Theory and Experiments (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2005
From the reviews of the first edition:
"The monograph is concerned with the position and force control of redundant robot manipulators from both theoretical and experimental points of view. It contains a rich bibliography as well as a full symbol and subject index. Its aim is to provide an introduction for graduate students and researchers...





	

Flash and PHP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Quickly develop dynamic Flash applications with PHP
    The demand for rich Internet applications (RIAs) such as complete storefronts and interactive surveys is skyrocketing, as is the pressure to create these dynamic apps overnight and at low cost. This in-depth Bible provides the step-by-step instructions you need to quickly...


		

Sams Teach Yourself iTunes 10 in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	A clear, super quick, easy-to-understand guide to the brand-new iTunes 10 


	Fast access to instructions for every common task, plus reliable, concise answers to the most widely asked questions


	Organized into lessons that distill the most crucial information on each iTunes topic - fully up to date...


		

Bridging the Gap Between Graph Edit Distance and Kernel Machines (Series in Machine Perception and Artifical Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2007

	When we rst started working on the problem of making the kernel machine
	approach applicable to the classication of graphs a couple of years ago,
	our eorts were mainly driven by the fact that kernel methods had led to
	impressive performance results on many data sets. It didn't take us long to
	appreciate the sheer elegance of how...
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